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Presentations: Trends and Issues on ESD
Michel  RICARD (Europe)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 69
Charles  HOPKINS (North America)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 75
Fumiko  NOGUCHI (Oceania and Asia)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 83
Shigeki  KADOYA (Japan)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 93
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8 States and 
Territories:
NSW, VIC, QLD, 




























































































































































































































Prep – 7 yr old and care takers
Environmental management activities: Cleaning 
around school and community, study about 
native species, water and energy savings
VIC
Grade 1-6: Environmental management 
policy development, water and energy 
saving, CO2 emission, tree-planting with 
the city council, farming
NT
Tree-planting with local business and NGOs. Maintain 
the plant garden to learn the indigenous people’s foods 
and life.  Became the opportunities for the indigenous 
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What is Education for Sustainable 
Development (ESD)
Shigeki KADOYA
(National Institute for Educational Policy Research of Japan)
??????? ?????? ???? ??? ??? ?????? ??????? ?????? ??











? Why ESD Now?
? What is ESD?
? Why ESD Now?
? What is ESD ?Education for Sustainable 
Development??
? How is ESD established?
??? Concepts
??? Abilities and attitudes
??? Points to be considered
? Establishment of the Learning guidance 
process for ESD







? WHY ESD NOW?
PRACTICE  OF ESD IN SCHOOL EDUCATION
Examples of Learning Instruction for ESD
?? Practice in Environmental education
?? Practice related with energy
?? Practice in International understanding
?? Practice in Natural Disaster  
?? Practice in Natural Disaster risk reduction, etc.
?
It has been unclear what kind of learning instruction is 
ESD and how each theme can be dealt as ESD
?









? FOR ESTABLISHING ESD
Clarifying the elements for establishing  ESD at school
? Learning Instruction Process
???Clarify the concepts to be acquired by learners: 
Conceptual components
???Clarify the abilities and attitudes emphasized
???Clarify the points to be considered for learning 
instruction
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? ???????? ????? ??? ????????????
? ???????? ????? ???????
? ???????? ??????? ??? ??? ?????
? ?????? ?????????
? ????????? ?? ???????
? ???????????? ??? ???????? ?? ??? ???????????
? ???????????? ?? ??????? ?????????
? ???? ??? ???????? ???????
??? CONCEPTS TO BE ACQUIRED BY LEARNERS?
CONCEPTUAL COMPONENTS
? For Establishing ESD
??? Concepts to be acquired by learners
? ????? ??????? ?? ??? ?? ?????? ?? ????????? ???
??????????? ??????????? ???????????? ?????
?????? ?? ??????
? ????? ???????
? ???????? ??? ???????????? ???? ???????
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??? CONCEPTS TO BE ACQUIRED BY LEARNERS?
CONCEPTUAL COMPONENTS
















? For Establishing ESD
??? Points to be considered
? For Establishing ESD
???Clarify the abilities and attitudes to be 
emphasized
???POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED
??? ?????????? ??? ???????? ??????????? ????? ?? ???
??????????
? ???? ??? ???????? ????????? ????????? ?????
???????? ????????? ?? ????? ?? ???????? ????? ???
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?????? ?????????? ??????? ??? ????????
? ?? ?????? ????????? ??????? ?? ???????? ?????? ??????????
??? ???????????????????????
? Exemplifying the learning instruction 
process for ESD
???Unit name (theme name)
???Clarification of viewpoints of ESD
???Objective of unit (theme)
???Plan of unit (theme)
???Development of the lesson
? ????? ??????? ?? ??? ?????? ????????????
????????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ??? ????
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